Considerations for using integral feedback control to construct a perfectly adapting synthetic gene network.
It has long been known to control theorists and engineers that integral feedback control leads to, and is necessary for, "perfect" adaptation to step input perturbations in most systems. Consequently, implementation of this robust control strategy in a synthetic gene network is an attractive prospect. However, the nature of genetic regulatory networks (density-dependent kinetics and molecular signals that easily reach saturation) implies that the design and construction of such a device is not straightforward. In this study, we propose a generic two-promoter genetic regulatory network for the purpose of exhibiting perfect adaptation; our treatment highlights the challenges inherent in the implementation of a genetic integral controller. We also present a numerical case study for a specific realization of this two-promoter network, "constructed" using commonly available parts from the bacterium Escherichia coli. We illustrate the possibility of optimizing this network's transient response via analogy to a linear, free-damped harmonic oscillator. Finally, we discuss extensions of this two-promoter network to a proportional-integral controller and to a three-promoter network capable of perfect adaptation under conditions where first-order protein removal effects would otherwise disrupt the adaptation.